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Introduction
Offshore wind energy production is increasing continuously and has become an important part of Europe's energy supply. By the end of 2017, more than 3500 offshore wind turbines have been installed in European waters since 1992 (Offshore Wind, GWEC Global Wind, 2016 report, 2017 . The monopile is the dominating foundation solution for Offshore Wind Turbines (OWT). However, due to increasing water depth and increasing turbine size in future projects, there is an increasing interest for alternative foundation concepts. One of these is the suction caisson, also termed suction bucket or bucket foundation. The suction caisson can be used in two structural configurations -in a mono-tower support structure or a jacket support structure. The Suction Bucket Jacket (SBJ) is typically a three or four-legged jacket structure with a caisson foundation supporting each leg. The suction caisson concept is a proven foundation technology used for many years in the oil and gas industry (Andersen et al., 2005; Bye et al., 1995a; Tjelta, 1995 Tjelta, , 2001 . It is usually made of steel and consists of a base plate (lid) resting on seabed with steel skirts penetrated into the soil. It is installed by applying under pressure (suction) inside the skirts by pumping out water. The differential pressure over the lid gives an additional downward force, and the seepage flow in high permeable soil potentially reduces the skirt tip resistance during penetration. More details on the suction caisson concept can be found in (Bye et al., 1995b; Houlsby and Byrne, 2000; Sturm, 2017; Tjelta, 2001 ). Fig. 1 shows an illustration of the SBJ supporting an OWT.
OWT-structures are dynamically sensitive and exposed to loads from waves, wind and blade rotations. Accurate prediction of the foundation response is important in design as it influences the dynamics of the structure. The relative importance of the stiffness components is related to the configuration of the support structure, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The rotational foundation stiffness (around the horizontal axis) is of great importance for mono-caisson support structures since the caisson load is dominated by the overturning moment. The vertical caisson stiffness is more important for caissons supporting jackets, since jackets transfer the overturning moment to vertical load pairs. Prediction and modelling of foundation response is a classical soilstructure-interaction (SSI) problem where the foundation stiffness felt by the structure above involves both the soil response and the flexibility of the foundation itself. Up to now, the caisson is typically assumed to be rigid in methods of foundation stiffness predictions and in foundation models. However, recent measurements presented in Section 2 reveal that the caisson flexibility, in particular the lid flexibility, influences the total foundation stiffness. This paper focuses on this interaction and demonstrate how the caisson flexibility can be included in a foundation model used in integrated analyses of OWTs.
Organization of paper
This first part of the paper (Section 2-5) presents a literature review of foundation modelling, a discussion on the recent measurement data and, most important, the proposed modelling approach for including flexibility of the caisson in a foundation model. The foundation model considered was the macro-element proposed by (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018a) , which was developed for shallow skirted foundations and caissons. Section 4 gives a brief presentation of the macro-element and Section 5 explains the modification of this macro-element in order to include the effect of flexibility of the caisson.
The second part of the paper (Section 6-8) addresses the effect of caisson flexibility by finite element analyses (FEA) of a defined case. Section 6 compares the macro-element response with the FEA results. Section 7 presents some observations from the FEA supporting the assumptions behind the macro-element modification. Based on these observations, Section 8 presents a 2-step approach of FEA sub-modelling of the caisson flexibility to make the design analysis work flow more efficient.
Literature review and field measurements
In design practise and research, it is common and often reasonable to assume suction caissons to be rigid. A typical example is a spudcan at failure. However, structures that intuitively appear nearly rigid may deform significantly and influence the overall response as shown for gravity based structures by (Andresen et al., 2011; Skau et al., 2010) . The effect of caisson flexibility seems to be ignored in most research. In published studies and in proposed prediction methods of foundation stiffness, the foundation is typically assumed to be fully rigid (Bordón et al., 2016; Dekker, 2014; Doherty and Deeks, 2003; Suryasentana et al., 2017; Vabbersgaard et al., 2009 ). Liingaard et al. (2007) , Jalbi et al. (2018) and Doherty et al. (2005) studied foundation stiffness assuming flexible skirts but rigid lid. Doherty et al. (2005) suggested correction factors to account for the skirt flexibility, but found it to influence the global stiffness by less than 4% for reasonable skirt thicknesses. Both Liingaard et al. (2007) and Doherty et al. (2005) consider the skirt flexibility to have little impacts on global foundation response compared to other properties such as the soil stiffness and foundation geometry. Strikingly, the effect of lid flexibility has not been addressed in any published prediction method known by the authors.
The assumption of a rigid lid may be challenged in OWT design, where foundations are optimized to reduce cost, leading to thin-walled skirts and more slender lid stiffeners.
At the time the presented work was conducted, only a limited number of OWTs using suction caisson foundations were installed. One OWT, installed by DONG Energy, is the Borkum Riffgrund 01 -Suction Bucket Jacket (BKR01-SBJ) in the Germany Bight of the North Sea. The BKR01-SBJ has three legs resting on 8 m diameter buckets (caissons) with an aspect ratio, h/D = 1.0, where D is the diameter and h is the skirt length. The ground conditions comprises mainly dense sand intermitted by a few thin silty sand layers. The jacket supports a 4 MW S turbine. BKR01-SBJ is extensively instrumented to measure the in-place behaviour in order to confirm or improve future designs . has summarized several observations made in the period between 2014 and 2016. One aspect discussed by the authors is the effect of lid deflection. They found from the measurements that the lid flexibility significantly affects the total vertical stiffness felt by the jacket leg. This can be seen from the measurements in Fig. 2 , showing lid stiffness, soil-skirt stiffness, and total stiffness as interpreted by . The term soil-skirt stiffness (k soil skirt ) denotes the load-displacement response of the top of the skirts, the term lid stiffness (k lid ) denotes the response of the lid deflection, and the term total stiffness (k total ) denoted the combined stiffness as it is felt by the jacket leg. The stiffness values are normalized by k v ref , , a random value, to anonymize the measured values. Fig. 2 shows that the measured flexibility from the vertical lid deflection is approximately 50% of the measured mean value of the total foundation flexibility. The observation demonstrates the importance of including the lid stiffness in the calculation of foundation stiffness. Based on the measurements , found that the total vertical foundation stiffness can be modelled as two series-coupled springs:
The additional caisson flexibility may influence the dynamic behaviour of the structure, thus the fatigue damage during the life time. It will also give additional displacement/rotation that has to be considered when evaluating the SLS requirement of maximum allowable turbine rotation. K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 
Foundation modelling by the macro-element approach
As already mentioned, OWT-structures are dynamically sensitive and exposed to loads from waves, wind and blade and rotor excitations. An optimal and safe design depends on analyses that accurately capture the dynamics of the structure. It is therefore recommended to carry out integrated dynamic analyses of the structure in the design of offshore wind turbines (DNV, 2016) . State of the art integrated dynamic analysis includes the structure, aerodynamic loads, hydrodynamic loads, pitch controller and foundation/soil reactions. To capture the nonlinear coupling between the loads, it is necessary to run the integrated analyses in time domain. The soil and foundation models in the analyses are unfortunately still relatively simple (e.g. p-y spring elements). However, the macro-element concept is a viable approach for modelling foundation response in integrated analyses. It works as a boundary condition for the OWT-structure in a structure-foundation interface (SFI). The macro-element is computational effective compared to a model that represents the soil domain as a continuum, since it does not compute stresses and strains in the soil, but includes the effect of these implicitly in its formulation. This is similar to describing a beam response by changes in moment and curvature rather than stresses and strains in the beam cross sections. Reference is made to (Houlsby, 2016; Houlsby et al., 2005) for a thorough discussion on the conceptual basis of the macro-element.
A macro-element will typically be formulated as a 3 degrees of freedom model (considering vertical load, horizontal load and overturning moment in one plane) or as a 6 degrees of freedom model considering all load directions. To reflect observed foundation behaviour, it is necessary to formulate the models such that the different DOFs are coupled and non-linear. Constitutive models have been the inspiration for most macro-element models as these frameworks are well suited to model foundation behaviour as well as stress-strain relationships. The pioneering work by (Butterfield and Ticof, 1979; Nova and Montrasio, 1991; Roscoe and Schofield, 1956) introduced and formalized the concept of macro-elements for shallow foundations. Recent macro-elements continuously introduce more complex issues such as cyclic loading, soil-structure-gapping and various soil conditions. The models proposed today are also often application oriented considering, e.g. earthquakes (Cremer et al., 2001; Grange et al., 2009; Prisco and Wood, 2012) , spudcan for jack-ups (Bienen et al., 2006; Cassidy et al., 2004; Jostad et al., 1994; Martin, 1994; Martin and Houlsby, 2001) and shallow skirted foundations for OWT (Byrne, 2000; Ibsen et al., 2014; Nguyen-Sy and Houlsby, 2005) .
The macro-elements available in the literature are based on the assumption of a rigid foundation. To include the effect of foundation flexibility, the existing macro-elements must be modified. In this paper, it was chosen to modify the macro-element presented in (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018b) to include foundation flexibility. However, the principles behind the modification is relevant for general foundation modelling, and can be implemented in other models as well.
Macro-element formulation for a rigid foundation
Before describing the modifications to account for flexibility in the foundation, it was found reasonable to include some key aspects of the original formulation. A more thorough presentation can be found in (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018a) . Fig. 3 shows the nomenclature of the macroelement and the definition of the soil foundation interface (SFI). The moment and rotation are expressed as energy conjugates with the same units as the vertical and horizontal loads and displacements. The vectors are written:
The macro-element is formulated within the framework of multi-surface plasticity and pure kinematic hardening. The multi-surface plasticity approach was developed in the 1950s and 1960s motivated by the need for describing behaviour of metals when subjected to cyclic loading (Iwan, 1967; Prager, 1955; Ziegler, 1959) . The principle of multi-surface plasticity is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where surfaces translate in a load space, each of them with a plastic contribution to the overall plastic displacement du ( p ). This is expressed mathematically by the Koiter rule (Koiter, 1953 )(see Fig. 5 ):
where k is the outermost surface being violated (or activated). The surface translation for every surface i is expressed by the kinematic hardening vector i . The hardening law, relating the kinematic hardening parameter and the incremental plastic multiplier (d ), i is based on the soil model proposed by Grimstad et al. (2014) and expressed as:
is the plastic flow direction vector, and D i p is the plastic stiffness matrix for surface i. The hardening law is similar to The plastic stiffness matrix capture the anisotropic nature of the foundation response. In three dimensions, the matrix is expressed:
refer to the plastic stiffness in the vertical direction, horizontal direction and rotation around the out of plane axis.
The multiple yield surfaces in the model are defined based on the shape of contours of plastic work at monotonic loading, and the plastic flow direction is defined to be associated, i.e. normal to the yield K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 surface. Most macro-elements typically use a rotated yield surface to capture the behaviour under combined moment and horizontal loading. This is based on the asymmetric response observed in model tests and numerical studies, e.g. (Gottardi and Butterfield, 1993; Gourvenec and Barnett, 2011; Martin, 1994; K. S. Skau et al., 2018b) . The macro-element proposed by (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018a) included this effect by defining a load reference point (LRP) different from the SFI. The LRP is a theoretical quantity, defined to obtain a stiffness matrix without any coupling terms between the moment and the horizontal load. For rigid foundations, the LRP can be interpreted as the rotation point under pure moment loading. The LRP can be calculated approximately as:
where u h SFI , is the horizontal displacement at the SFI and u is the rotation of the SFI when subjected to pure moment load at SFI. The depth refers to the distance from the SFI. If the LRP is determined based on displacement and rotation at high mobilization, the LRP represents a plastic decoupling point, and the yield and potential surfaces can be approximated by ellipses without any rotation to the vertical, horizontal and moment axis, and written:
where the denominators V i max , , H i max , and M i max , are the axis crossings for the surface i. i V , , i H , , i M , are the coordinates of the origin (initially equal zero) of surface i. All values relate to the reference point, z LRP , which has to be specified as an input parameter.
With the assumption of a rigid foundation, it was found reasonable to describe the elastic stiffness matrix at z LRP as a diagonal matrix, thus no coupling between the horizontal displacement and the rotation:
The stiffness coefficients k v , k h and k refer to the elastic stiffness in vertical, horizontal and rotational direction. The fact that the elastic stiffness matrix is a diagonal matrix, and the yield function describe an ellipse without rotation, implies that the value of z LRP is constant for all load combinations and levels. This approximation was based on a numerical study of skirted foundations in different soil conditions. The approximation limits the required input to the macro-element. As discussed in Section 5, this assumption needs to be revisited when the caisson flexibility is included.
Modifications to account for caisson flexibility

Relevant deformation modes for flexible caissons
The macro-element formulation was modified to account for caisson flexibility on the basis of possible deflection modes. Note that only plate deflection was considered in this work. The length of the skirt and the diameter of the lid were assumed constant. The load was assumed to be applied at the centre of the lid of the caisson. Fig. 6 shows three modes illustrating the difference between a rigid and flexible caisson. These modes define a set of fundamental deflection modes for a flexible caisson foundation. The figures are explained below(see Fig. 7 ): a) Vertical deflection of the lid K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 Fig . 6a shows how a vertical load on the flexible caisson will cause a deflection of the lid. The deflection will impose a volume change in the soil plug, thus for undrained conditions, increase the total mean stress. The increased mean stress will give an increased radial stress against the skirt wall, enforcing hoop deformations along the skirt periphery. The vertical lid deflection mode is therefore a combined mode which involves both lid deflection and skirt deflection (hoop deformations). b) Bending deflection of the lid Fig. 6b shows how a moment load bends the lid locally. The mode will increase the shear mobilization below the lid, but it will not try to impose a volume change of the skirt compartments and increase the mean stress in the soil plug. The influence zone is therefore relatively limited, and the lid deflection is not coupled to the skirt stiffness, as it is for the vertical deflection mode. c) Deflection of the skirt. Fig. 6c shows how a horizontal load bends the skirts. The skirt bending can be a result of shear deformation of the caisson skirt, or an ovalization of the skirt periphery. It should be noted that the load situation illustrated in Fig. 6c is somewhat incomplete, as the figure implicitly assume a restriction of the lid rotation/bending. Without this restriction, the lid can bend, and the deformation mode would have been a combination of the modes in Fig. 6b and c.
The three idealized deformation modes are useful as they give a clear picture of the effects that have to be captured by the macro-element. The proposed modification builds on the deduced consequences of these modes. Firstly, all the modes considered are assumed to influence the soil locally. However, the structural deformations are small compared to the dimensions of the foundation. Thus, a rigid body translation of the deformed and non-deformed shape will imposed approximately the same total soil resistance. Secondly, all loads has to be transferred trough the flexible caisson. This implies that the caisson deformation modes can be modelled as an independent mode, embedded inside the global mode. This is analogue to the 1D series coupled springs model in equation (1) but extended to three degrees of freedom.
Referring to the above discussion, it was decided to modify the macro-element based on the two assumptions:
1) The foundation flexibility can be included as a linear elastic contribution 2) The foundation flexibility can be included as a series coupled stiffness contribution in line with equation (1) 
Note that it is sufficient to know that the stiffness matrix D foundation exists. It is not necessary to identify the exact contributions from each of the two matrices D rigid bucket and D flex bucket . It becomes clear from Fig. 6 that the bending of the lid moves the LRP closer to the lid when calculated by equation (6). This will give a more pronounced variation in z LRP as function of mobilization, i.e.: the difference between the elastic and plastic LRP may become significant.
The assumption of a coinciding elastic and plastic point of rotation from (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018b) , is difficult to defend based on this reasoning. However, the two assumptions above enables a relatively simple implementation of the flexibility into the macro-element. The concept of one LRP has to be modified and separated into two quantities:
1) Depth of the rotation centre for the elastic response, z LRP e .
2) Depth of the rotation centre for the plastic response, z LRP p .
The determination of the two depths are commented upon later. For now, the modification only imply that a diagonal elastic stiffness matrix, D z LRP e , exists at the z LRP e , expressed as: 
where:
The elastic stiffness matrix will then contain off-diagonal coupling terms reflecting the difference between the two rotation points: 
The depths, z LRP e and z LRP p refer to the distance from the SFI.
Macro-element input
The modifications presented in Section 5.1 may seem like an overcomplication, as the only change from a mathematical point of view is an elastic stiffness matrix with off-diagonal terms. However, the concept with two defined rotational points is justified by the user input interface. The macro-element relies on input based FEA reflecting the K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 conditions of the problem at hand. The advantage of this approach is the increased accuracy compared to hardcoded parameters and closed form solutions, as explained in Skau et al., 2017; K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018a) . By applying a moment load at the SFI, the ratio u u / h SFI , (Equation (6)) can be plotted as function of the mobilization. The depths, z LRP e and z LRP p can then be determined as depth at initial mobilization and the depth at failure. The complete list of required input is given in Table 1 . Fig. 6 illustrates these input parameters. The z LRP e parameter is the only additional required parameter compared to the input requirements of the macro-element as presented in (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018b) .
Comparison with FEA
The implementation of caisson flexibility into the macro-element was verified by comparing FEA results with the response computed by the macro-element. The case considered represents a realistic design situation such that conclusions and observations are relevant for practical design.
Case properties
Site condition and geotechnical properties
A soil profile comprising a homogenous uniform clay with constant shear strength of s u C = 150 kPa with depth was considered in this study (s u C refers to undrained triaxial compression strength). The NGI-ADP soil model (Grimstad et al., 2012) was used in the analyses. The model is a total-stress-based model with an anisotropic shear strength. The nonlinear shear-stress -shear-strain response starts with G max and depends further on the applied stress path according to the anisotropic formulation.
The soil input was defined to reflect the stress-strain response of 2way symmetric cyclic loaded clay described according to the NGI Drammen clay database with an over consolidation ratio, OCR = 4 and a number of equivalent cycles of N eq = 10. Andersen (2015) and K. S. Skau et al. (2017) provide more information on the details of the NGIprocedure for interpretation of the effect of cyclic loading on soils and the extraction of corresponding stress-strain curves. Table 2 gives the used soil parameters for the NGI-ADP model. The seabed inside and outside the skirts were modelled with a 0.25 m difference due to soil plug heave during installation.
Caisson geometry and structural properties
An 8 m diameter caisson with 6 m deep skirts was considered in the study. The caisson was modelled in detail to ensure a realistic structural behaviour. Fig. 8 shows a finite element model of the structural details of the caisson. The steel was assumed to have a Young's modulus E = 2.1E8 kPa. A grout thickness of 0.25 m was assumed based on experience from full scale installations. The soil plug was assumed incompressible and the grout stiffness was assumed to be 9 times the initial soil stiffness (i.e. G grout = 9 ·G soil,max ). The loads were applied at a SFI, 1.25 m above the lid plate (see Fig. 8 ). The caisson flexibility is occasionally evaluated by the so called relative flexibility (Cox et al., 2014) :
where t is the skirt thickness. The considered geometry has a relative flexibility of 10.5, in line with the two prototype mono-caisson OWTs listed in (Cox et al., 2014) . However, it should be mentioned that the relative flexibility do not provide any information about the lid flexibility.
Finite element model
The commercially available Finite Element (FE) software PLAXIS 3D AE (PLAXIS, 2015) was used in the numerical study. The soil was modelled with 10-noded tetrahedral elements, and the structural parts with 6-noded quadratic triangular plate elements. Interface elements were used between structure and soil as additional mesh refinement to avoid stress concentration near singular points. However, no strength reduction was applied in the interface. Only in-plane loading was Table 1 Required input to the macro-element accounting for foundation flexibility.
Input
Purpose/usage The depth to the internal load reference points at initial mobilization, z LRP e and at failure, z LRP p . The centre of rotation can be computed by equation (5) when a moment load is applied at the SFI.
Determine the cross coupling between horizontal and moment load
The response curves from three analyses as tabulated data: 1. Vertical load vs. vertical displacement (V -u v ) for pure vertical loading at the SFI. 2. Horizontal load vs. horizontal displacement (H -u h ) for pure horizontal translation at the SFI. The load and displacement should be extracted from the SFI. However, the analysis should apply a rigid lid and restrict it from rotation such that the response reflect only translation response. 3. Moment vs. rotation response (M -u θ ) for pure moment loading at the SFI at the SFI.
The three curves define the anisotropic hardening (stiffness).
Number of yield surfaces, N.
The number defines the discretization of the piece-wise linear hardening. K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 considered, and to reduce the computational cost, only half of the physical problem was modelled utilizing symmetry. The side boundaries were located 60 m from the foundation centre, and the bottom boundary 60 m below seabed. Fig. 8 shows the FE-model. The mesh discretization was found to be acceptable based on a sensitivity study where the moment-rotation response was compared with a model with finer mesh. Compared to the refined model, the model used in the study gave an overshoot of less than 10% at failure, but the response curves coincided for loads up to 80% mobilization, which is the load level of greatest interest in this study. The FEA was also validated by comparing the computed initial stiffnesses assuming a rigid caisson, against the closed form solutions proposed by Doherty and Deeks (2003) . The initial stiffness under vertical loading, moment loading and horizontal translation (no rotation) were computed by both methods. The stiffnesses, given in Table 3 , are in very good agreement (less than 3% difference).
FEA results for macro-element input
The FEA results were first used as input to the macro-element, as specified in Table 1 . The input load -displacement responses for a flexible caisson foundation are shown in Fig. 10 . To get more information of the effects of caisson flexibility, analyses were performed assuming three different caisson flexibilities:
Fully flexible caisson 2. Fully rigid caisson 3. Rigid lid and flexible skirts
The results, included in Fig. 10 , shows the additional displacement from the caisson deflection modes. The vertical stiffness of the rigid and flexible caisson agree fairly well with the observations in Shonberg et al. (2017) . This confirms the relevance of the case for a caisson foundation in a jacket configuration. The moment stiffness is dramatically changed when the caisson flexibility is included. This increase in rotational flexibly is likely to be too large for e.g. a mono-tower configuration, where the rotational stiffness is important. However, the exact rotational stiffness was considered secondary here since the purpose was to demonstrate that the macro-element accuracy was sufficient compared to FEA results. A stiffer caisson would have given response more similar to rigid foundation response which already has been considered and verified in (K. S. S. Skau et al., 2018a,b) . The horizontal stiffness is little affected by the skirt flexibility. This is not a general conclusion, since only one case is considered. However, the limited effected agree with the findings by (Doherty et al., 2005) , and the skirt wall thickness of 30 mm cannot be reduced much without making the skirts insufficient for installation. Further differences will be discussed in more detail in section 7.
The effect of the flexible lid affects the z LRP as expected from the discussion on deflection modes. Fig. 10 gives the z LRP , determined by equation (6), for the three foundation flexibilities as function of global mobilization. The LRP for the flexible caisson is more load dependent than the LRP for the rigid foundation. The normalization parameter h* is the sum of skirt length, h, and the distance from the lid to the SFI (h* = h + 1.25 m).
Macro-element input
The response of the fully flexible caisson in Fig. 10 was used as the uniaxial macro-element input. The two macro-element input depths, representing the elastic and plastic load reference point, were based on the results in Fig. 10 m. The hardening function was discretized by N = 15 yield surfaces. Fig. 11 shows the response of the three input curves computed by FEA compared to those produced by the macro-element. As expected, the macro-element reproduces the input curves. The macro-element was then compared with results from FEA when subjected to more general load paths. Table 4 summarizes these paths which were specified to challenge the model's accuracy in the MH-load plane. The load and displacement components (M , H , u h , u ) are most affected by the foundation flexibility and they are also strongly coupled. Fig. 12a compares the resultant values, that means the magnitude of the load and displacement vectors (|F | and |u|), and Fig. 12b compares the displacement components u h and u D/2. Both figures show results at the SFI. The agreement between FEA and macro-element response is very good(see Fig. 13 ) (see Table 5 ).
Results from the comparison
Effect on soil displacements around the foundation
The FEA-results were also used to examine the foundation behaviour during loading, in particular how the flexibility affects the response in the soil around the foundation. The flexibility effects were examined at a load level less than 20% of the failure load which was considered relevant for OWTs.
Response to vertical loading
The response to vertical loading is shown in Fig. 9a as load-displacement curves. The perfectly rigid foundation and the foundation with rigid lid and flexible skirt show a nearly coinciding response. The fully flexible caisson is significantly softer, especially at low mobilization levels. The difference in foundation response of the three cases becomes negligible close to failure.
The displacement in the soil was studied in more detail for a vertical load of V = 10 000 kN. At this mobilization level, Fig. 10a indicates that the caisson flexibility contributes to approximately 55% of the total flexibility of the foundation. This is comparable to the contributions seen in the measurements in Fig. 3. Fig. 14 shows contours of vertical displacements in the soil. The vertical displacements are also shown for three cross-sections at different depths in Fig. 15 . Horizontal dotted lines indicate the depths in Fig. 14. The figures show, that the vertical Table 3 Initial stiffness computed by FEA compared to initial stiffness based on closed form solutions by Doherty and Deeks (2003 Table 5 General load paths applied to foundation at foundation-structure interface (FSI). Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 displacement in the soil approaches gets less influenced by the caisson flexibility with depth. At skirt tip level the vertical displacements coincide. Since the soil is incompressible, it is clear that the soil has to deform in the radial direction forcing the skirt periphery to increase (not shown herein but observed in FEA). The observation means that the lid deflection interact with the nonlinear soil reactions and the skirt flexibility as assumed in macro-element modification.
Response to moment loading
The response to moment loading is shown in Fig. 10b as loaddisplacement curves. In line with the vertical load case, the perfectly rigid caisson and the foundation with rigid base and flexible skirt show a nearly coinciding response. The fully flexible caisson is significantly softer, especially at low mobilization levels. The vertical displacements in the soil below the foundation were examined at a moment load, 2M/ D = 5000 kN. Fig. 16 shows shadings of vertical displacements in the soil. The vertical displacements are also shown for three depths in Fig. 16 . Dotted horizontal lines indicate these depths in Fig. 15 . The reducing influence of the caisson flexibility on vertical displacement with depth is similar to the pattern seen for pure vertical loading. Despite a large difference close to the lid, the three foundation cases give almost identical vertical displacements at skirt tip.
Response to horizontal loading
The response to horizontal loading was assessed in combination with a rotational fixity of the entire lid to isolate the effect of skirt deflection. Fig. 10c shows the horizontal response for the perfectly rigid caisson and the perfectly rigid lid and flexible skirt. The analyses of the caisson with flexible lid was not included in the comparison since the additional flexibility from lid bending is significantly larger than the skirt deflection. The effect of lid bending is already considered in Section 7.2. The limited difference between the two curves in Fig. 10c suggests that the global response is relatively little affected by the skirt flexibility. For the ratio of skirt thickness and caisson diameter in the present case (Doherty et al., 2005) , suggests a reduced horizontal stiffness of 10-20%. However, the numbers are not directly comparable since the study presented in Doherty et al. (2005) allowed the caisson to rotate in combination with the translation. The horizontal displacements in the soil are examined for a horizontal load of H = 8000 kN. Fig. 18 shows contours of horizontal displacements. The horizontal displacements are also shown along three vertical lines, each at a different distance from the foundation centre in Fig. 19 . Dotted vertical lines indicate the location of these lines in Fig. 18 . The difference in the horizontal displacements from the two analyses with the two caisson flexibility assumptions reduces with depth and with the horizontal distance away from the foundation. The differences are negligible 5 m from the foundation centre (1 m from the skirt periphery) (see Fig. 17 ). (caption on next page) K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 
Discussion on structure-foundation interface and design work flow
The case considered in this example used the interface between structure and foundation (SFI) right above the lid (Figs. 4 and 9 ). This is reasonable for a final design. The situation may be different in a design, where the caisson configuration may be optimized by an iterative process and structural details such as skirt thickness and lid configurations are modified based the latest set of analyses. Since these modifications may influence the caisson flexibility, the foundation response has to be updated to reflect the modifications. If the caisson diameter and skirt depth are kept constant, it may be convenient to model the caisson flexibility by a linear elastic super-element linking the support structure and the macro-element assuming a rigid caisson. The super-element properties can then be updated without touching the (rigid) macro-element input parameters. This super-element stiffness can be recognized as the D flex bucket stiffness matrix in Equation (9). Section 8.1 propose a simplified procedure to approximate the elastic caisson flexibility super-element stiffness. The purpose of the procedure is to streamline the design work flow.
Computation of flexible caisson response by sub-modelling
The observations from the FEA results suggest that the lid deflection affects the soil mainly inside the skirts. The zone influenced by the skirt deflection during horizontal loading, could not be defined with equally clear boundaries. However, the displacements reduced rapidly outside the skirts and became a very small fraction of the total displacements. These observations allow for a simplification in the computation of K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 foundation response in the three uniaxial directions as required for macro-element input. The authors propose a two step procedure where the uniaxial responses are derived by superposition of results from two models:
1) A global model of a rigid caisson and the complete far field soil domain.
2) A sub-model of the caisson with the real flexibility.
The term global model and sub-model will be used to denote the two models. The global foundation model is similar to the already presented FE-model in Fig. 9 , with a rigid caisson model. This model will not be described in more detail in this section. The foundation response computed by this model does not change as long as the foundation diameter and skirt is constant.
The sub-models should reflect the additional flexibility in the three uniaxial directions. The models are smaller, thus faster to run and the effect of caisson flexibility modifications can be effectively updated in a design loop. Note that the three deformation modes in Fig. 6 give displacements in exactly the three uniaxial directions. Because the deflection mode depends on the applied load, different boundary conditions are required in the analyses of the three load situations. The submodels are shown in Fig. 20 and the modelling recommendations are described below.
a) Vertical deflection of the lid
The soil outside the skirts and below the skirt tip can be ignored. Vertical fixity is required at skirt tip level. The skirts should not be restricted horizontally, such that they can displace radially (hoop-deformations). K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 The soil outside the skirts and below the skirt tip can be ignored. The model considering lid bending deflection displaces the soil inside the skirts. Thus, radial fixity can be applied along the skirts to prevent rotation of the whole foundation. The soil is fixed from vertical displacement at skirt tip level. c) Deflection of the skirt.
b) Bending deflection of the lid
It was found that the soil outside the skirts had to be included to obtain sufficient accuracy. The side boundaries should be located at least 2 h away from the skirt periphery. Horizontal fixity should be applied to the skirt tip.
The validity of this procedure was evaluated by comparing the response determined by superposition and the response computed directly in FEA with a flexible caisson model. Fig. 21 shows the comparison in uniaxial directions. The agreement is good. The soil was represented by the NGI-ADP model in all the sub-models. The soil model is incompressible, and the compressibility should be accurately modelled in these analyses as it is likely to affect the lid support as shown by Doherty et al. (2005) for flexible skirts and discussed for large gravity based concrete caisson structures in Skau et al. (2010) . However, Fig. 21 shows that the foundation flexibility was almost linear for all load directions. This suggest that a linear elastic soil modelled could have been used in the sub-models for these conditions. However, this assumption should be checked for the specific case considered.
Conclusions
The effect of caisson flexibility was implemented in an existing macro-element by modifying the elastic stiffness matrix and the required input parameters. The modifications were based on an K.S. Skau et al. Ocean Engineering 171 (2019) 273-285 assessment of possible caisson deflection modes and the consequences for a foundation model formulation. The additional flexibility reduces the overall stiffness and influences the coupling between the moment and the horizontal load. The response computed by the macro-element agreed well with the response computed in FEA. The FEA results suggest that the lid flexibility is more important than the skirt flexibility for the overall foundation stiffness. The agreement between the FEA and the macro-element response is important not only for this specific macro-element, but for modelling of caisson flexibility in general. The agreement suggests that the foundation flexibility can be approximated with sufficient accuracy by an elastic correction to the response of a rigid foundation. This is an extension of the proposed series coupled spring model for vertical stiffness, and implies that the foundation flexibility alternatively can be modelled as linear elastic super-element between the structure and a macro-element representing rigid foundation response. This observation made it possible to propose a sub-model procedure to establish the foundation response. The procedure super impose the uniaxial response computed for a rigid foundation in a global FE-model and the response from the caisson flexibility, computed in a smaller sub-model. This may streamline the design process. However, a more extensive study is required to ensure the validity for different foundation geometries, foundation flexibilities and soil conditions.
The recent full scale measurement data, the theoretical assessment and numerical results presented herein, clearly show that caisson flexibility has to be addressed in design of caissons for OWT-structures.
